
The Secret Life of Raymond Burr: Uncovering
the Enigmatic Hollywood Star for Applause
Books
Hollywood has been home to countless stars who have captured our hearts and
imaginations. Raymond Burr, a legend of the big and small screens, was a man
of mystery, charm, and talent. With his unique persona and captivating
performances, Burr left an indelible mark on the world of entertainment. In this
article, we dive deep into the secret life of Raymond Burr and explore a
remarkable book by Applause Books that sheds light on the enigmatic actor.

The Rise to Stardom

Raymond Burr's journey to stardom was paved with determination and passion.
Born in New Westminster, British Columbia, Burr began his acting career on
stage in California. He quickly made a name for himself with his ability to immerse
himself into characters with remarkable depth and authenticity. Burr's talent soon
caught the attention of Hollywood, and his path to stardom was set in motion.
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Raymond Burr's iconic roles made him a beloved star and household name. One
of his earliest breakthrough performances was in the 1951 film "A Place in the
Sun," where he showcased his versatility as an actor. However, it was his
portrayal of Perry Mason in the long-running TV series that truly cemented his
status as a Hollywood legend.

The character of Perry Mason became synonymous with Raymond Burr,
epitomizing integrity, intelligence, and a relentless pursuit of justice. The show
was an immense success, running for nine seasons and paving the way for Burr
to showcase his talent further.



The Secret Life Uncovered

Applause Books, renowned for their insightful publications, presents "The Secret
Life of Raymond Burr." In this gripping biography, author Michael Seth Starr
delves into the private life of the iconic actor, revealing hidden aspects of Burr's
personality that were unknown to his fans.
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Utilizing interviews, personal anecdotes, and meticulous research, Starr uncovers
the enigma that was Raymond Burr. From Burr's complex relationships to his
philanthropic endeavors, this book offers a comprehensive exploration of the
actor's life beyond the spotlight. Starr's engaging narrative unravels the layers of
mystery surrounding Burr, painting an intimate portrait of the man behind the
iconic roles.

A Man of Many Talents
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Raymond Burr was not only a brilliant actor but also a man of numerous talents.
In addition to his acting prowess, he had a keen interest in cultivating orchids,
which led him to establish a successful orchid business.

Furthermore, Burr's dedication to philanthropy was admirable. His involvement
with numerous charitable organizations, including the American Cancer Society,
showcased his compassion and commitment to making a difference.

The Legacy Lives On

Despite his passing in 1993, Raymond Burr's legacy continues to influence and
inspire the entertainment industry. His remarkable performances, captivating
presence, and dedication to his craft are remembered fondly by fans worldwide.

The Secret Life of Raymond Burr, published by Applause Books, is a testament to
the enduring impact Burr has had on the world of entertainment. As readers delve
into the pages of this biography, they will discover the secrets, triumphs, and
complexities of this enigmatic Hollywood star.

In , Raymond Burr's life was a mirror of the characters he portrayed—layered,
mysterious, and captivating. The Secret Life of Raymond Burr, published by
Applause Books, unravels the mysteries surrounding this iconic figure, ultimately
revealing a man whose true essence was as fascinating as the roles he played
on the big and small screens.
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Now in paperback, the complete story of the actor's career, including his secret
gay life.

Raymond Burr (1917-1993) was an enigma. A film noir regular known for his
villainous roles in movies like Rear Window, he eventually became one of the
most popular stars in television history as the lead actor on two top-rated dramas,
Perry Mason and Ironside, which between them ran virtually uninterrupted for 20
years.

But Raymond Burr was leading a secret gay life at a time in Hollywood when
exposure would have been career suicide. To protect his secret, Burr fabricated a
tragic past for himself as a grieving husband and father. He claimed to have been
twice widowed – he said his first wife had died in a plane crash, and his second
marriage had ended with his wife's early death from cancer. And there was also a
dead son – 10-year-old Michael, who lost his battle with leukemia. Neither of the
wives nor Michael ever existed. But that didn't stop these lies from being
perpetuated again and again, even in Burr's New York Times obituary.
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Hiding in Plain Sight examines the totality of Raymond Burr's career and his
personal life, including his 35 years with partner Robert Benevides. The author
interviewed over 30 people who knew or worked with Burr, including Angela
Lansbury, Barbara Hale, Robert Wagner, Gale Storm, and more.
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